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Freude am Fahren [Joy of Driving] Newsletter
•  The BMW Club of Southern Alberta (BMWCSA) publishes Freude am Fahren in 

print 4 times per year and emails Joy of Driving 6 times per year.

•  Ideas and opinions are those of the authors, without authentication by or 
liability to BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors or Officers. BMWCSA reserves the 
right to modify or edit any material or submissions.

•  Material in this newsletter may describe vehicle modifications or procedures 
that may void your warranty, cause your car to fail emissions tests, or make 
your insurance company or agent unhappy. BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors 
and Officers are not responsible for any consequences that may ensue. 

•  Please send Newsletter Items and Questions to Chris Tworek at  
Tworek@bmwcsa.ca

• Please send Address Changes to Glen Cook at membership@bmwcsa.ca

Directors and Officers
Please limit phone calls to between the hours of 9:00 AM and 9:00 PM

Kalender 
Mar 7  Cars, Coffee & Chat, 10:00 am to noon at The Block Kitchen and 

Lounge at 2411 4 St NW

Mar 11  Social & General Meeting - social starts at 6:00 PM and meeting at 
7:30 pm - 10:00 pm Austrian-Canadian Club, 3112 11th St NE

Mar 29  BMWCSA / CSA / Speeders Carting Event – see http://msreg.com/
CSAEvent3 for all details and registration. 

Apr 4  Cars, Coffee & Chat, 10:00 am to noon at The Block Kitchen and 
Lounge at 2411 4 St NW

Apr 8  Social & General Meeting - social starts at 6:00 PM and meeting at 
7:30 pm - 10:00 pm Austrian-Canadian Club, 3112 11th St NE

May 13  Social & General Meeting - social starts at 6:00 PM and meeting at 
7:30 pm - 10:00 pm Austrian-Canadian Club, 3112 11th St NE

June 6  3rd Annual Street Survival School – see www.bmwcsa.ca/TRSS for 
details and registration.

June 10  Social & General Meeting - social starts at 6:00 PM and meeting at 
7:30 pm - 10:00 pm Austrian-Canadian Club, 3112 11th St NE

June 13  THIS MONTH ONLY (Moved because of TRSS) Cars, Coffee & Chat, 
10:00 am to noon at The Block Kitchen and Lounge at 2411 4 St NW

July 4  Cars, Coffee & Chat, 10:00 am to noon at The Block Kitchen and 
Lounge at 2411 4 St NW

Jul 10  Social & General Meeting - social starts at 6:00 PM and meeting at 
7:30 pm - 10:00 pm Austrian-Canadian Club, 3112 11th St NE

Membership in BMWCSA
Membership is a family affair with many of our events devised with fam-

ily participation in mind. The family membership of $60 for one year, $105 

for two years and $150 for three years covers all household family members.  

You do not have to own a BMW to be a Club member! 

To join the club, download the membership form from the link 

below and fill in your details: http://bmwcsa.ca/resources/Membership-

Application.pdf

For more info, or to submit your membership application, please email 

Glen Cook or Victor Yuen at: membership@bmwcsa.ca

Membership privileges include newsletters and participation in many 

social and motoring activities, plus a 15% discount on parts & lifestyle acces-

sories at BMW Dealerships. After one year of membership, you will also 

enjoy a 2% Rebate off MRSP on either a new car or motorcycle from BMW 

Canada. This discount is based on MRSP and not on your negotiated price.

Also many of our advertising sponsors, whose ads appear in our news-

letters, offer discounts to members for parts and services. Please remember 

to show your BMWCSA card and identify yourself as a club member when 

purchasing parts, accessories and service.

On the cover: 2019 BMW X5 40M Starship by Chris Tworek
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The President’s Corner – Greg Walsh
Nothing like days getting longer and a warm respite from winter blasts 

to get the hopes up for spring!

I am pleased to report that enthusiasm for our third annual Street 
Survival School (TRSS) has bounded.  We had a great initial organization 
meeting with over a dozen members volunteering their help.  There is a 
myriad of details that need handling before we even get to the June 6th 
school day and it is gratifying when so many step forward. This includes 
CCA Truck Driver Training, who will be donating one of their 18 wheelers 
for the blind spot exercise. The Dilawri Group will also be using their social 
outreach across all nine Calgary Dealerships to help advertise. A couple of 
Club Members are also sponsoring some students.

Also, I am overcome with emotion, as this is the earliest, we have had 
some TRSS student registrations and usually it is procrastination that rules! 
Don’t hold back volunteering or instructing or spreading the word – see the 
TRSS article in this Newsletter (and on our website). Contact Chris Tworek 
at tworek@bmwcsa.ca or 403-238-8049 if you want some flyers.

Speaking of the rubber hitting the road, don’t forget the Speeders 
Karting Event at the end of March which is described later in the Newsletter. 
The Driver’s Guide complied by Kyle Ho of SpecR captures the spirit of what 
we are all about!

Our penchant for even more motoring activities was wetted again by 
a late February Invitational Event on the barley stubble-covered field at the 
Rocky Motorsports site. We most certainly wish Dominic Young and his crew 
all good speed in starting construction this year.

This year our national club, BMW Clubs Canada, will hold its Annual 
General Meeting in Calgary, April 3-4-5. This is a great get-together of the 
BMW car and motorcycle clubs from across the country. I will keep you 
informed of the new ideas that crop up and National’s plans for the future of 
BMW Clubs across Canada.

And to close the file on our SAIT Bursary, we did finally find out that 
five of our six bursaries were awarded with the last one postponed to the 
current term. As you may recall, we elected to end the Bursary program 
after our initial three-year period. We decided to take a more active role in 
our Community Involvement and put our fund-raising efforts along with our 
Volunteers’ time towards Driver’s Education. Thus far, the combined efforts 
have gone towards the TRSS School which has run a small financial deficit 
each year.

 Our Club succeeds because its members step forward. Thank you All!

I wish you joy of your BMW.

Greg Walsh
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Boomer Bonding with Hey BMW
Evolution is constant as evidenced by the latest crop of BMW offerings. 

The question is whether those of us who just got that new Alberta Driver’s 
License with the age insensitive Albertosaurus skeleton, can adapt and thrive!

Back in a simpler time, the orientation for our 2000 528i took about 
60 seconds and consisted of “These cars love being driven hard, so don’t 
baby it … and … its March, so you are not leaving the lot until we put snow 
tires on”. Hi tech was the 6 pack CD changer that only jammed when you 
couldn’t stop and thump it.

Fast forward to just a few months ago. The BMW Club 2% Discount 
and Calgary BMW had us sitting in a 2019 X5 40 G05 with Motorsport and 
Premium Enhanced Packages, Laserlights, Parking Assistant with Surround 
View, and Adaptative 2-axle Air Suspension not to mention something called 
the Travel and Comfort Package. Did we mention the heated/cooled coffee 
cup holders, Hey BMW and the other thousand features?

Orientation moved to totally new time continuum. Liam Henderson, 
our sales guy, gave us a high-level peek.  However, it was Nathan Jones, the 
Dealership Genius and Product Delivery Guy, that ran an excellent in car 
“Meet the Hi Tech” schooling. And, as with all relationships, a great initial 
start will always beat counselling later. The highest compliment we can give 
is that both of us understood Nathan and his “dating” suggestions.

Spoiler Alert and Advice to BMW
There is both a spoiler alert and advice to the Munich Design Team. 

Hey BMW, the new personal assistant (like Siri or Alexa) is an absolutely 
great piece of development and one that greatly enhances the comfort and 

safety of all the new features.  The downside is the convenience of asking 
Hey BMW for something and generally getting it faster and better than you 
expected, gradually creeps into your synapsis. However, what seems like a 
natural progression into your out of car life, sliding into “Hey Life Partner – 
get me a pizza and beer”, tends to have life altering consequences. Perhaps 
BMW should consider a “If you are of an Insensitive Gender” warning as 
part of the ever-creeping nanny control package.  Actual experience may 
vary by relationship ….

Tell Me your Lifestyle
Make no mistake – this is a Lifestyle Vehicle which may or may not 

involve Driving (as we used to know it). Tell the X5 your Lifestyle and this 
multi-layer technology can deliver as much or as little as you need for any 
particular situation from pleasure to work. The key with any tech is figuring 
out what the best way for you to get what you want. But make no mistake – 
three months later, we are still discovering wizardry!

But first – is it a BMW Driver?
The real treat is the driver’s experience.  The new digital dash, greatly 

improved Head Up Display (HUD), seating position, more responsive steer-
ing, handling and power combined with great visibility make this a well-
balanced driver.

The December 2018 Newsletter (available in our website archives) 
had a full article on the new digital dash. Fiddling with the new digital dash, 
you encounter the G-meter which will usually close the sale for any BMW 
Club member. 

Balanced design with Honkers!
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Supposedly, the new X4M can hit almost 1 G in tough corner.  On a 
more or less dry, but winter cold pavement, the X5 40M managed to hit 
around 0.6 G with the X540M set on Sport Plus without getting the “this SUV 
is a gonna roll” feeling. Our X5 has the standard 275/45 20” Bridgestone 
Alzenza all-weather tires. Going to the optional 315/45 21” summer perfor-
mance tires and some hot sticky pavement might start getting some more 
respect from the M coupe crowd. Too bad the G Meter does not show up in 
the Head Up Display (HUD).

The two-axle adjustable air suspension allows manually raising or 
lowering the car by 40 mm. It will lower itself in Sport Plus mode for 
slightly better aerodynamics and handling. A recent drive to Banff in very 
stiff headwinds around Lac des Arc showed the value as the X5 curved the 
twisty highway like an Alpine Racer while other cars were lane wandering. 
The air suspension gives a gliding feeling and is a far better ride over our 
frost heaved and pot holed roads. 

Considering that the 2019 X5 is marginally larger than the last genera-
tion, it is far more maneuverable in tight spaces. It is easy to glide into park-
ing spots. Parallel parking is a breeze especially with the enhanced camera 
system. The turning radius is supposed to be around 23 feet and there are 
reports that the Integrated Steering (IAS) feature (which we do not have) 
cuts another 3 feet off with the back wheels also steering.  However, the IAS 
system has earned a high variability in reviews as it appears to be quirky at 
speed in corners.

An improvement is the integration of the Lane Warning triangle into the 
door mirrors. It also starts flashing if a car is in your blind spot.  This “one 
stop looking” gives you all the information at a glance. However, the Lane 
Departure feature is a tad totalitarian – it will jerk the car back to the center 
of the lane unless you are signalling. 

Our X5 has the laser lights that were finally allowed in North America.  
They augment the LED lights and double the high beam distance but are 
about 1/3 less power than the European models. They have the automatic 
dimming features. In most driving on well-lit streets, you will not notice 

them, especially as they only come on after roughly 70 KPH. Take them out 
on a dark country road and they are wonderful. 

BMW has now left out headlight washers1. Evidently, you have to order 
the Night Vision feature to get the washers. 

The M-Sport and Aerodynamics package is very clean with the absence 
of most exterior badging. Did I mention the massive grills? Remember the 
Bangle Butt on the pre 2011 BMW’s courtesy of Chris Bangle, head designer 
of that era? Today’s forums are alive with as much hooting about the massive 
grills now labeled “Hooydonk Honkers” after the current design chief.  It is 
amazing that hardly anyone remembers great BMW designers such as Joji 
Nagashima, who designed the still classic Z3 and E39 5 series, but step out 
of line with a radical design element, and you will be (in)famous forever!

Perhaps only important to parents and grandparents, we cannot say 
enough about the Isofix baby seat anchors which now make it so easy to clip 
in your kiddo’s seat. These new anchors are part of the overall highly rated 
vehicle safety and crash robustness (see January Newsletter). 

And now … Hey BMW and all the other tech 
wizardry! 

There are several paths like gesture controls, i-Drive pad with scroll-
ing, voice commands and plain old-fashioned button hitting to access the 
almost overwhelming amount features. 

However, our view is that “Hey BMW”, your personal assistant much 
like SIRI or Alexa, is your go to short cut, sanity saviour and, in most “learn-
ing experiences” with new tech, will keep you from regrettable actions you 
may wish upon your sales person.

To us, the most demonstrated and important feature of Hey BMW is 
safety. Our apologies to BMW, but all this technology is distracted driving 
on steroids. 

Yes – there are still some knobs for heat, cruise and other basic func-
tions. However, when you are driving, supposedly with eyes on the road not 
to mention getting even more information from the new Head Up Display, 
there is no way to safely access the many features and their layers without 
the assistance of Hey BMW.  Otherwise, park the beast and play with it in a 
safe environment.

Any of us with pre-2019 tech will know the futility of most voice com-
mands. It always seemed that if you tried voice commands with anything 
like Navigation, you always ended up with “Ohio” and no amount of kind 
or vile words would change the course. You were always had to resort to 
manual entry. 

Hey BMW actually works to a high degree of both listening and execu-
tion accuracy regardless of who is talking to it. It supposedly tunes itself to 
your idiosyncrasies and over time remembers your preferences. 

Hey BMW can be renamed to something of your choosing.  Let’s just say 
that after three months and a wide range potential naming experiences, we 
have decided to stay neutral. The downside is that you just have to whisper 
“BMW” and there she is, all spunky and wanting to help out and it is not 
that easy to turn her off. Also, she regularly reports to Munich to improve 

1 A little-known fact is that headlight washers are a European and not North American requirement. Halogen and Xenon headlamps do need one if their light sources emit more than 2000 
lumens mainly because dirt on the lens cover tends to create huge glare issues. LED and Laserlights tend to have higher focus and less glare plus they usually are under 2000 lumens. Sweden was 
the most stringent country until the early 1990’s but many people in warmer climates always complained about leaks and repair issues with stuck nozzles and covers.

BMW Food Replicator v1.0
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software, so watch those naughty phrases and comments about your favorite 
person of the moment.

We might add that while Hey BMW can easily control many functions 
such as cabin temperature, a major disappointment was that it has no con-
trol over the coffee cup heating and cooling. Rumours abound that by 2021 
it will have the barista feature. And yes – geeks have already used thermal 
imaging to determine the effectiveness of this feature! We fondly remember 
when one of the main North American complaints about BMW was their 
anemic coffee cup holders and the Germans could not understand driving 
and drinking coffee at the same time!

Gesture Control
This is a highly amusing feature for the grandkiddos and, while it can 

be sometimes useful, it is usually irritating.  There is a sensitivity zone a 
few inches from the center of the dash. Get it right and you can have some 
control over features.  Get it wrong and either nothing works or you find 
features (usually on your screen) that you did not know you had. Nothing is 
worse than travelling with those that “need to talk with their hands” as with 
every wave, some other feature pops up or sounds off.  Highly distracting to 
the driver and one wonders when BMW will discover Button & Switch V 2.0?

Screen and Widgets
Much like your phone, you can add addi-

tional screens and widgets or apps. The touch 
feature works well but you need to watch point-
ing at the screen as you can set off the gesture 
control and end up in new territory. 

Our Home screen is setup with basic 
Navigation, Music and Weather. If you touch 
most widgets you will be taken into the next layer 
with more information. For example, tap “Daily 
Weather” and the next Layer is the weather for 
the next few days. And yes – very easy to clut-
ter other screens with even more information 
widgets you have always wanted and pretty soon 
your phone is jealous.  However, the Navigation 
Widget that shows GPS coordinates could be 
very useful next time the Club decides to go Geo-
caching and the Altitude function sure settles 

those arguments travelling through the mountains.

Apple and Android CarPlay
We are Apple people and have played around with CarPlay. However, 

with Sirius XM, AM and FM, not to mention all the other information sys-
tems this car has, do you really need even more connectivity? Perhaps your 
preference is Apple Music (and you don’t want to pay Sirius fees when you 
are already paying Apple) or you use your vehicle as a travelling office and 
need some of that functionality, but there has to be some thought about how 
much additional distraction a driver needs to have. Well, the good news is 
that BMW has made it free.

BMW Connected APP
Despite the previous remarks, BMW has made sure your phone will still 

feel a useful member of the family with a great APP and which has probably 
bonded far better with Hey BMW than us Boomers. Ever the intrepid explor-
ers, we found can use Siri to call up the BMW APP with no repercussions as 
it would appear AI makes the same rational connections as us Dilbert types.

The APP connects up with your Driver Profile which you can set up 
by key to remember all your preferences.  The APP will do everything from 

Great driver orientation and feel
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giving vehicle status, to its location, a 3-D view and a multitude of reach out 
options such as Door locks, Preconditioning (heating and cooling), Remote 
Start, Emergency Assistance, and Booking Service. A personal favorite is the 
remote horn function but I digress.

Herein lies a little tecky trap. We made it through three previous BMW’s 
with setting too many preferences under some illusion we actually could 
have daily choices. That thinking does not compute well with the new way 
of doing things and you will be assimilated. Coordinating your Key FOB and 
APP is more or less required.

Be aware that what starts off as simple selections on both the in-car 
and APP systems can quickly descend into technical purgatory when you 
do something more complex. You may not have set up the APP but had 
already made some KEY FOB selections. You then setup the APP oblivious to 
how you might have set up the FOB. Next time you open the car, you will be 
greeted by whatever you set in the APP which might not be what you want.  
Theoretically there is a sync function but my experience is that you can have 
much enjoyment trying to re-set things to the way you wanted. Our biggest 
suggestion is to have your local Genius help set it up. Technology can be 
your friend until it’s not!

Ambience
BMW has done a great job over the past few models of losing the 

spartan, any colour as long as it is black and male oriented feeling of its 

interiors. The new X5 is spacious, luxurious and warm.  Our cognac leather 
(matched with the blue exterior) has attracted many unsolicited admiring 
comments. And while we would have loved to find a model with the massage 
seats, our fully adjustable seats with the lumbar support adjustment are a 
great improvement.  A feature we didn’t know we needed but really like is 
the screen will show you what adjustments you are making and ask if you 
want them saved.

And now – the interior and exterior lighting! The neat and useful is 
that when you fully open your door at night, the interior strip of led lighting 
changes to red and starts flashing which is a great safety feature.  Similarly, 
the exterior lighting that comes on to light up the ground when you pile out 
of the car, is a great feature especially if you happened to have parked over 
an icy spot at night.

But then, if you want your buddies with yesterday’s M cars to howl 
in amazement and ask if you have gone to the other side, show them the 
multitude of interior lighting colours (12 possible choices) not to mention 
setting up the vehicle into its many environmental driving modes (Executive, 
Expressive, and Wellbeing). Somehow, BMW missed DTM Driver but per-
haps that is coming in the next software download. Oh yes …. Did we 
mention the heating and cooling aspects of the coffee cup holders?  Just 
remind your buddies that even Jean Luc Piccard had a holodeck and food 
replicator …. 

Last Thoughts – Did We Adapt?
We only hit the tip of the technology in this article. There are still a vast 

number of features we did not discuss such as wireless charging for your 
phone and the credit card size spare key. We will probably run out of war-
ranty before we discover them all.

Overall, we rate this vehicle very highly as a very well-balanced driver 
that would serve a multitude of needs from kid and grocery hauling to have 
a great time touring on twisty roads. Even Consumers Reports has it as the 
best large size SUV they have tested. 

We have gradually adopted Hey BMW as a family member – not exactly 
a family member we really wanted but one that has wormed their way in by 
being that extra helping hand that does not eat much! Much like the “user 
creep” on cell phones we swore were only for emergencies, some of the 
aforementioned stuff is now “really needed”. Let’s just say Hey BMW has 
turned out to be a good Hitchhiker’s Guide to the New BMW World.

Article by: Chris and Judy Tworek

Widget world!

#14, 3300-14 Avenue NE
Calgary, AB  T2A 6J4

403-288-5166
info@continentalautobody.ca

www.continentalautobody.ca
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We were pleased to have Bryce Walsh present Hagerty Valuation Tools 
and answer questions on specialty car insurance on Thursday January 23rd 
at the Austrian Canadian Club.

Bryce took us through a presentation on how their Valuation Tool 
works. It is an online tool, available free via a simple registration process. It 
will show you how a collectible vehicle’s value has changed over tome and 
how that compares to the performance of other vehicles and even external 
benchmarks like the stock market.

1. Visit Hagerty.com/valuation tools

2. Create an account and you are in!

The evaluation metrics in the tool are update three times a year and 
published January, May and September. All facets of the collector car mar-
ketplace are considered when Hagerty evaluates a vehicle’s value:

• Auctions (20%)

• Dealer Sales (12%)

• Peer to Peer sales (71.5%)

• Asking Prices

Inside the tool you will find:

• Current values across 4 condition ranges

• Historic values for classic trucks, cars and motorcycles

• Similar vehicles for sale

•  Model history that may include specs, standard equipment, num-
ber produced and images

• VIN details and decoder

The tool also allows creation of a classic vehicles favorite list and view-
ing market trends.  A bonus is Valuation Articles and videos. 

Relative to BMW’s, here are six that Hagerty says are worth watching. 
The dollars and percentage are the price increase since 2016. Full 
details are on the Hagerty site.

Hagerty Valuation 
Tools
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Hagerty News is a weekly newsletter that you can sign up for that takes 
you to other Hagerty links.

Relative to car insurance, Hagerty is moving into Canada through 
brokers.  Hagerty only offers insurance for specialty cars that are not daily 
drivers. There is no age restriction on speciality cars. They will also handle 
tools, cars under construction and boats.

Contact Bryce Walsh at bwalsh@hagerty.com for more information.

Many thanks to Hagerty Insurance for all information and 
photos.

1968-1976 BMW 2002 - $14,000 – 28%

1977-1983 BMW 320i (E21) - $7,000 – 19%

1991-1993 BMW M5 (E34) - $27,000 – 48%

1984-1993 BMW 3-Series (E30) (excl. M3) - $10,000 – 8%

1995-1999 BMW M3 (E36) - $17,500 – 13%

2000-2006 BMW M3 (E46) - $25,000 – 13%

In house dyno – axle mounted – no tire wear – baseline run $180
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•  228hp 228i xDrive Gran Coupé and 301hp M235i xDrive Gran 
Coupé models 

•  0-100 km/h in 6.1 sec. for 228i xDrive model and 4.8 sec. for 
M235i xDrive model

• New suspension technology for improved safety and handling

• Stylish design with everyday usability and versatility

•  Latest digital connectivity, driver assistance and safety systems 
technology 

The all-new compact 2 Gran Coupé is a low-slung, sporty four-door 
Coupé with frameless windows and a wide stance.  The exterior shows 
many DNA traces from the 8 series Gran Coupe. The many new and exciting 
features make it an exceptional performance-oriented entry point to BMW 
ownership. The first models are currently hitting our Calgary Dealerships.

Power and Performance 
The 228i xDrive model is powered by the 228 hp 2.0-liter four-cylinder 

version of BMW’s B modular engine family. The 8-speed Sport automatic 
transmission and xDrive intelligent all-wheel drive system is standard. The 
228i accelerates from 0 to 100 km/h in 6.1 seconds and reaches an elec-
tronically limited top speed of 210 km/h when the vehicle is equipped with 
all-season tires and 240 km/h when equipped with performance tires 

The M235i xDrive Gran Coupé has the 301 hp tuned version of the 2.0-

liter 4-cylinder engine with a reinforced crankshaft, larger diameter main 
bearings, new pistons, modified connecting rods and a larger turbocharger 
featuring a built-in exhaust manifold and integral diverter valve. Modified 
fuel injectors are fitted to increase the flow volume. Cooling is improved with 
an independent transmission oil cooler that is separated from the engine’s 
coolant circuit, an electric 850-watt fan, two remote coolant radiators in 
the wheel arches and an enlarged expansion tank. A dual-branch exhaust 
system with minimal backpressure is included. The M235i accelerates from 
0 to 100 km/h in 4.8 seconds (4.7 seconds with the optional M Performance 
Package’s overboost function) and reaches a top speed of 250 km/h when 
equipped with performance non-runflat tires. 

BMW Performance Control with ARB 
The 2 Series Gran Coupé adopts the Actuator-Related Wheel Slip 

Limiter (ARB) technology from the BMW i3. ARB improves traction when 
cornering or accelerating on wet or icy conditions, allowing wheel slip to 
be controlled, precisely and quickly. ARB uses a slip controller positioned 
directly in the engine control unit rather than in the control unit for the DSC 
(Dynamic Stability Control) system. Reducing the signal path distance means 
that information is relayed three times quicker, while the driver perceives 
wheel spin being brought under control with reaction times that are 10 times 
quicker. ARB also works with the DSC system to significantly reduce power 
understeer without the need for corrective DSC inputs. 

2020 BMW 2 Series Gran Coupé 
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PROUD SPONSOR OF SOUTHERN ALBERTA BMW CLUB

>  paint protection fi lm   |   professional detailing   |   window tinting  <

TEL: 403.301.0222  |  EMAIL: REFINE@REFINESALON.COM
WWW.REFINEYOURRIDE.COM 

BAY 1, 5524 – 1A STREET SW CALGARY ALBERTA
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ARB is assisted by a yaw distribution system called BMW Performance 
Control. Standard on the 2 Series Gran Coupé, this feature increases agil-
ity by intelligently applying the brakes on the inside of the bend before the 
wheel spin occurs. This suppresses any initial understeer and gives the car a 
neutral steering behavior. Drivers can deactivate the DSC system if they wish 
to take over full control of the car’s sporty handling abilities. 

When the DSC system is switched off, the EDLC (Electronic Differential 
Lock Control) function uses brake applications to simulate the effect of a 
mechanical limited-slip differential. Braking the unloaded front wheel on 
the inside of the bend prevents it from spinning and shifts drive power to 
the wheel on the outside of the bend, resulting in far greater grip when 
accelerating out of corners. 

Alternatively, there is the option of the DSC system’s Dynamic Traction 
Control (DTC) setting, which allows a greater degree of slip at the driven 
wheels. Intervention to stabilize the car becomes more muted, enabling it to 
pull away more effectively on slippery or loose surfaces and during sportier 
driving. This lets the driver control and enjoy the Gran Coupé without any 
assistance until defined limits are reached. 

BMW xDrive all-wheel drive and M235i xDrive 
Torsen Limited-Slip Differential 

ARB and BMW Performance Control work hand-in-hand with the 
standard xDrive intelligent all-wheel drive system. The system’s control logic 
varies the distribution of power between the front and rear wheels automati-
cally and dynamically in response to the accelerator pedal position, engine 
torque, speed and steering angle. It can split drive 50:50 if necessary and is 
designed to ensure predictable handling in all driving situations. This applies 
even if the Driving Experience Control switch is set to Sport mode, DTC is 
selected or DSC is deactivated. In Comfort or Eco Pro mode, drive is appor-
tioned as required, while keeping fuel consumption as low as possible. Fuel 
economy is therefore improved without any discernible impact on driving 
dynamics or traction.

The M235i uses a newly developed standard mechanical Torsen 
limited-slip differential, which gives the car an even sharper dynamic edge 
by creating a locking effect between the front wheels. The differential is 
integrated into the 8-speed automatic transmission. The Launch Control 
function allows the full peak torque of 332 lb-ft to be available in first and 
second gear. 

8-Speed Sport Automatic transmission 
Intelligent connectivity enables the 8-speed Sport automatic transmis-

sion to adapt its shift strategy according to the planned route and driving 
situation. If equipped with optional Active Cruise Control with Stop and Go 
function, the transmission will factor in the data from the navigation system 
to avoid unnecessary gear changes and always be in the correct gear for 
upcoming road conditions such as downshifting when approaching a turn 
or a slower vehicle ahead. 

The Coasting and Auto Start-Stop functions also take their cue from 
the navigation system, the front-mounted camera and the sensors for the 
driver assistance systems. The coasting function, available with the Driving 
Experience Control switch set to COMFORT mode as well as in ECO Pro 
mode, will decouple the powertrain in situations where performance and 
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comfort are not compromised. If the driver suddenly lifts off the accel-
erator, the powertrain stays connected so that engine braking can be used. 
Inefficient engine shutdown by the Auto Start Stop function when stopping 
briefly is also avoided.

Body, Chassis and Suspension 
The body of the Gran Coupé uses aluminum for the hood and trunk 

and high-strength steel for other body components for weight control and 
exceptional torsional stiffness. The M235i xDrive gets more structural sup-
port with a strut tower tie bar and bracing on the front axle subframe and in 
the tunnel area, plus an anti-roll bar mounting with high preload. 

The M Sport steering has a more direct ratio, sharper response and 
power assistance which varies according to vehicle speed and lateral accel-
eration.

The M Sport suspension (standard on M235i xDrive), available as part 
of the optional M Sport package, reduces vehicle ride height by 10 mm and 
further increases the handling capabilities. Optional on both the 228i xDrive 
and M235i xDrive models is Dynamic Damper Control which allows the 
choice of two different shock settings. 

The Driving Experience Control switch can be used to select either 
Comfort setting for better ride comfort or Sport setting for performance. All 
models feature a multi-link rear suspension.

Wheels, Tires and Brakes
The 228i comes with 18-inch Multi-spoke wheels with 225/40R18 

all-season runflat tires. The M235i comes with 19-inch bi-colour M Double-

spoke wheels with 225/35R19 performance non-runflat tires. There is a host 
of other runflat and non-runflat tire and rim combinations for both models 
including a 19” bi-colour wheel finished in cerium grey with performance 
non-runflat tires for the M235i.

M Sport brakes are available as an option on the 228i xDrive Gran 
Coupé and are standard on the M235i xDrive model.

Exterior and Interior Design
The photos display the many features of what is an attractively priced 

pocket-rocket with much daily use versatility that will undoubtably make 
buyers think twice about either an X1/X2 or a 3 series.

Exterior finishes include two standard non-metallic paints and a choice 
of eight optional metallic colors. When opting for the M Sport Package, 
Misano Blue Metallic and Snapper Rocks Blue Metallic are additionally 
offered.

The Coupé’s low-slung form has generous cabin space. Rear passen-
gers are welcomed by legroom almost equal to a 3 Series Sedan. The 12 
cubic foot trunk with storage package can be expanded by folding down 
the 40/20/40 split rear seat backrest. The rear bench can be released fully 
from the load compartment. The tailgate opens automatically at the press of 
a button or, with the standard Comfort Access, with the wave of a foot under 
the bumper.

The interior combines a sporting focus and upscale materials. Backlit 
interior trim and differing grain effects between the steering wheel, instru-
ment panel and doors and contrast seams on the dashboard add modern 
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and premium quality touches. Sport seats are covered in Oyster/Black or 
Black Sensatec on the 228i with Dakota leather in various colours being an 
option. Dakota leather is standard on the M235i. Interior lighting follows a 
similar mode where the M235i has more options.

The general control layout is similar to that of all current BMW models. 
See the X5 article in this issue and the December 2018 Newsletter (available 
in archives on our website) for full details on the new digital dash. 

The base is the BMW Live Cockpit with standard Navigation, intelligent 
voice control and Apple CarPlay, analog instruments and a 130 mm portrait-
format screen.  The optional BMW Live Cockpit Professional has a digital 
260 mm screen and all the features described in the Digital Dash and X5 
articles.

The Intelligent Personal Assistant “Hey BMW” allows drivers to access 
various vehicle functions and obtain information simply by speaking.

The optional full-color Head -Up Display projects onto a 9.2-inch area 
of the windshield and includes speed, speed limits, assistance systems status 
indicators and warnings and route guidance. Distance warning icon are 
displayed If Active Cruise Control is ordered.

The standard BMW Stereo sound system includes ten speakers and a 
205-watt amplifier. The optional Harman Kardon surround sound system 
has 16-speakers and 464 watts of power.

Active Driver Assistance Systems
Standard safety features include Frontal Collision Warning with City 

Collision Mitigation Function and Active Blind Spot Detection, Active Driving 
Assistant includes the Lane Change Warning system and Lane Departure 
Warning system with active lane return, which operates from 70 – 240 km/h. 

Standard Park Distance Control (PDC) with sensors at both the front 
and rear offers the option of visual and acoustic signals to prevent collisions. 
A rear-view camera is also standard. 

The optional Parking Assistance Package add the capability for auto-
mated parking in parallel or perpendicular spaces. The optional Back-Up 
Assistant helps the driver to exit parking spots or maneuver when space 
is limited and represents a further step towards automated driving. This 
feature offers automated reversing in confined spaces or situations where 
the driver does not have a clear view, such as multi-story parking garages 
or winding driveways. To do this, it stores the steering movements for any 
section the car has just driven forward along at no more than 35 km/h. The 
system is then able to reverse the vehicle for distances of up to 50 metres by 
steering it along exactly the same line it took when moving forward. All the 
driver has to do is operate the accelerator and brake pedals and monitor 
the vehicle’s surroundings. The reversing assistant can back the car up at a 
maximum 9 km/h. 

The optional Active Cruise Control system with Stop & Go automatically 
keeps assessing distance to vehicles travelling ahead.  

Source: BMW Press Feeds
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2020 Calgary Speeders Addicts Event #3 
There is something about the smell of spring with thoughts of dry 

pavement and the possibility of keeping your prize ride clean for more than 
a couple of days, that also brings dreams of Track Days. With the advent 
of construction at Rocky Motorsports, these dreams may soon become a 
reality.

But wait – Track Days – gotta find the helmet and gear – figure out 
stuff for the car – and – gee, do I still remember how to get around a track?

Fear not – we have just what you need to get you back into the 
grove! 

Kyle Ho of SpecR, with the generous help of Brandon Johnson of 
Speeders Indoor ProKarts, has set up Calgary Speeders Addicts (CSA). They 
have already run 2 events thus far that bring us back into wheel to wheel 
experience and the comradery that you find at Track Events.

The third event of 2020 is a collaborative venture among 
BMWCSA, CSA and Speeders. 

When: Sunday March 29th 9:30 AM - 3:00 PM

Where: SPEEDERS Indoor ProKarts (58 Aero Dr NE unit 109)

What: Five Driving Sessions with lunch, refreshments and photographs

Cost: $98.98

Registration: http://msreg.com/CSAEvent3

Registration ends in 2 months on March 27, 2020 11:59 PM EDT

Driver Guide: https://www.motorsportreg.com/index.cfm/event/event.
requirements/uidEvent/D902D43A-93E8-FB0D-3CDF2927766CDDAF

This is a practice event whose purpose is to strengthen the motors-
ports community and hone your skills in a friendly environment.  Hopefully, 
this event is the gateway for some competitors to explore other avenues of 
motorsports available in Southern Alberta.

The format is two practise sessions to establish your best time. Based 
on this best time there are two heats – the first is based on qualifying time 
and the second is based on the results of the first heat but the racers are put 
in reverse order to start.

The points won in these two heats determine the positioning for the 
third and final heat.

A new twist is the Joker Lane which allows passing but may or may not 
improve your time – see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rjzSdANLQ4&
feature=youtu.be

It’s all about a fun event focused on wheel to wheel, honorable, place 
finish driving. And yes … there is a Driver’s Guide that sets out the Rules 
of Engagement:

BMWCSA + CSA + Speeders  
Kart Tournament
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1. Safety 
The safety of all participants, track helpers and Speeders team is our 

number one priority.

If you see a situation that could affect the safety of the event, please let 
one of the track helpers and/or Speeders team members know about it. Any 
drivers driving in an unsafe manner will be asked to leave! And when Kyle 
demands you go home, you will have to Google safety, and write a 100-page 
dissertation of what it means to be safe before entering the event again. 

 2. Teammate and Friendship 
This is a karting experience event driving wheel to wheel with other 

competitors as a means to continue learning and developing our driving 
skills. Learn from the driver in front of you and let the driver behind you 
keep you motivated. All drivers are your teammates and friends offering 
opportunities for you to improve and learn.  

3.  On-time Schedule 
Our goal is to be efficient on time.  The event is organized to deliver 

the most of each second for your enjoyment. Let’s work together to arrive 
on time, and be ready for each of your heats. We ask this to ensure that 
everyone gets their fair time at the wheel. There will be plenty of time to 
share stories and between your heats and over the break. 

4. Care for the Kart and Track (Speeders) 
This event allows us to practice honing our skills and to push to the 

limit, and while the occasional touch will always be part of Motorsport, we 
request no bumping at all, please leave 1mm distance. Care for the kart and 
track like your own car or home. If you are unable to do so, please stick 
with Mario Kart on Nintendo.  

5. Weight and Kart
Even with all the rules in F1, every car won’t be even. Engineers have 

different interpretations of the rules, and drivers utilize different lines to take 

advantage of their cars’ specific handling. Drivers, please adapt to your kart, 
with your driving style and line. You are welcome to bring donuts, triple 
cheeseburgers, and cookies to help the lightweight drivers reach imaginary, 
non-mandatory minimum weight limits.    

6. What happens at Speeders stays at Speeders 
Same as when you leave for a Vegas trip. Sometimes we make a mistake 

we may want to take back. There may be an occasion where one driver or 
another may drive past their limit. Most of these can be settled with a high 
five or a handshake. It is all about fun with your driver buddy. 

7. CSA will continue to focus on safety, learning and fun experi-
ence with you

If you have some suggestions, please give us feedback after the event. 
Our commitment to delivering a premier event to you will likely mean that 
we can’t make changes at the moment (unless its safety related). Our team 
plans to bring a full season in 2020 to you. We keep learning from Kimi too. 
Watch this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sj5T6XZk-rw

8. Photo and videos  
We love to share 

our love of motor-
sports and grow the 
community through 
sharing events like this 
and will have a team 
on hand to take pho-
tos and videos of the 
event. If, however, you 
don’t want to have your 
picture shared (Maybe you’re playing hooky from work, or supposed to be 
somewhere else that day) please let us know and we’ll ensure it won’t be 
posted. The helmet visors also do a great job of hiding your identity. 

This driving adventure is due to all the planning by:
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Real world.  Hands on!
The Tire Rack Street Survival School starts where traditional driver 

education programs leave off.

Rather than studying driver’s manual theory, the primary emphasis of 
the program is a “hands on” driving experience with in-car skills develop-
ment in a very safe, purpose-built, closely supervised training environment.  

When your teen driver, or those with less than 10 years of driving 
experience, attends a Street Survival school, they learn to control their own 
car in dynamic exercises that can’t be learned from books or games.  They 
experience the physics of motion in exactly the types of situation that can 
cause a loss of control!  They learn how to make good driving decisions and 
react more quickly.  They become more aware of their own limits and learn 
to begin anticipating the actions of other drivers. 

The program includes:

•  Instruction by experienced driving instructors, in the classroom 
and one-on-one with each student 

•  Learning and practising emergency braking, accident avoidance, 
proactive vision, car placement, and car control on slippery sur-
faces.  

•  Participating in 18-wheeler truck blind-spot demonstration and 
viewing an airbag release.

•  Learning proper seat, hand and mirror positioning for maximum 
visibility and control.

The event is designed to equip the next generation of drivers with real-
world, behind-the-wheel skills that will help to keep them safely on the road.  
Students bring the vehicle that they normally use and, as a result, learn and 
understand the response characteristics of their individual car.  

BMW ownership or BMWCSA membership is NOT required.  

Parents are encouraged (but not required) to spend the day with their 
student. 

How important is it that new drivers learn Street Survival skills?  
Consider these facts:

•  Stats Canada reports that motor vehicle accidents are the leading 
cause of death among drivers in their first 10 years of driving.

•  Vehicle accidents account for over 70 percent of accidental deaths 
in that age group. 

•  A 16-year-old is 20 percent more likely to be killed in a crash than 
an adult.

•  Nearly 50 percent of teen-driver fatality accidents involve a single 
vehicle!

Three great videos: https://www.bmwcsa.ca/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trKWDq8rwdk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKgLX1xAeoo  

Frequently Asked Questions: http://streetsurvival.org/schools/fre-
quently-asked-questions/

The BMW Club of Southern Alberta is pleased to announce our third

Tire Rack Street Survival (TRSS) School 
in Calgary on Saturday June 6, 2020!
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TRSS School: Saturday June 6th, 2020, 7:30 am to 4:30 pm at the 
Calgary Police Service Training Grounds. 

(Directions to the location will be sent to all registered participants.)

Cost:  $125 (including EventBrite fees) for a full day of training, lunch 
and refreshments.

Registration: https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/2020-bmwcsa-tire-rack-
street-survival-driving-school-tickets-91252926961

•  Alternatively go to https://www.bmwcsa.ca/tire-rack-street-surviv-
al for all details 

What to Bring for Each Participant:

• A valid Alberta Class 5 Driver’s Licence, or equivalent.  

 o   A Class 7 (Learner) licence is acceptable with a minimum of 25 
hours road experience.

•  A car (alternatively, one car can be shared between 2 partici-
pants).  Cars are NOT provided. Participants are encouraged to 
use the car they normally drive to learn how the car would per-
form in an emergency.

•  Signed waiver. Registration kit includes waivers for those over 
and those under 18. Participants under the age of 18 must have 
the waiver signed by parent(s) or legal guardian(s).

Help Spread the Word:

If you know anyone who might like to sign up as a student or a volun-
teer, please invite them.  

•  Go to https://www.bmwcsa.ca/tire-rack-street-survival

Thanks to our Local Sponsors of Street Survival School 2020: 

•  Calgary Police and Fire Services, BMWCSA Donors, CCA Truck 
Driving Training, Calgary Dilawri Dealerships (BMW, Honda, 
Hyundai, Distinctive Collection, Volkswagen, Infiniti, Dilawri 
Collision Centre)

The Spain Tour is a circle tour out of Madrid through Andalusia, hit-
ting all the high spots like old Madrid, the Alhambra in Granada, Gibraltar, 
Seville, Cordoba and perhaps including a track day at one of the two tracks 
in the area. Andalusia, which is the southwest corner of Spain, is a facsimile 
of all the geography, culture and history of Spain. The post Easter period 
into early May 2021 has the best weather, pricing and avoids much of the 
tourist traffic.

Based on input from Club Members and Friends who have been there, 
we will be incorporating several ideas including multi-night locations (to 
minimize that moving feeling!) and staying at Paradors, which are historic 
sites totally modernized into high quality rooms and restaurants. The ones 
we are looking at have many local attractions.  We are also entertaining a 
few locations where we can get “Head of the Line” access, potentially with 
guides to maximize the experience without fighting crowds, for example at 
the Alhambra and in Gibraltar. 

Full details should be ready by May and the usual Tour Presentation 
Meeting is planned for June.

Pre- and post-tours could include Barcelona and Portugal, and per-
haps Morocco or Northern Spain. However, keep in mind that Spain, even 
with its ultra-modern roads and freeways, is actually quite a large country 
and just doing our 1900 km trip is a two-week adventure. 

If you have interest contact Chris Tworek (tworek@bmwcsa.ca) and 
Ray Hansen (hansen@bmwcsa.ca).

Spain April-May 2021 
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THE 2
THE FIRST-EVER BMW 2  
SERIES GRAN COUPÉ.

The NEW BMW 2 series Gran Coupé is the embodiment of a new generation of compact BMW 
coupés. With its dynamically stretched silhouette and high-quality details such as frameless 
doors, this model fits seamlessly into the premium appearance of higher-class BMW Coupés. 

EXTERIOR 
Sporty, progressive design, 

frameless doors and an elegant 
coupés silhouette.

INTERIOR 
Stylish ambience and a  

sophisticated, driver-oriented 
cockpit.

BOOK A TEST DRIVE TODAY!

INTELLIGENT  
PERSONAL ASSISTANT 

Provides you with advice and 
assistance on the road.

Test drive today.

Calgary BMW
34 Heritage Meadows Rd SE
Calgary, AB
403.253.0338
info@calgarybmw.ca
calgarybmw.ca
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BMW Gallery
7699 - 110 Ave NW
Calgary, AB
403.275.6492
info@bmwgallery.ca
bmwgallery.ca

Country 

Hills Blvd NW

112 Ave NW
76 St

NW 110 Ave NW

To Beacon Hill/Sarcee Tr

Stoney Trail NW

BMWCSA members:

15% off parts and 

lifestyle accessories

2% rebate on a new BMW


